Annual fall blood drive sets goal at 2,001 pints

By MARK EICHER
State News Staff Writer

Gamma Sigma Sigma and Alpha Phi Omega, national service sec­cordingly, are aiming at 2,001 pints of blood in their annual fall drive due Nov. 18-22.

"It's the highest goal we've ever set," said Chris Mead, state news editor.

"We're not going to stop trying until we reach this goal," she added.

Mead explained that each year 50,000 pints of blood are used in the mid-Michigan region and that all MSU students are expected to donate as much as possible.

"We're hoping to fill all the need for this year and make sure that everyone is aware of the importance of donating blood," Mead said.

"It's less than getting a shot from a doctor," Mead said. "We've never had any serious complications."
Police to wait, see about liquor law

BY ROGER PALMS
State News Staff Writer

"Wait and see" is the re-

sponse from the East L-

ing Police to the propo-

sition of allowing liquor-

by-the-glass in East Lansing.

Charles Pegg, chief of the East Lansing Police Depart-
ment, said he anticipated no great change in the city in

response to the new liquor law, but added: "The police are

looking to the city council to see if additional police en-

forcement might be necessary."

Gerard L. Lurie, ass't, pro-

fessor in the Counseling Center, said there might be better soc-

ial controls now that the sale of

liquor is legal.

The major factor in the in-

crease of heavy drinking, said Pegg, could be the ad-

ministration of "free press."
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Materials from Lurie's files indicate that it takes a 300

pound person one hour to wear out the effects of two cocktails or

two highballs.

Adams said his friend's friends, once folklorists studying for

students of the U-M, will be found reading about the effects of

three to five cocktails in an estab-

lishment aren't going to run

the risk of losing their invest-

ment.
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Richard Nixon has been asked to "Put it on your desk, put it on your shelf." The Kitchen Debate by Nikita Khrushchev.

In the early days of the Cold War, a major dispute over the future of Berlin, the key city on the border between East and West Germany, led to a crisis that brought the United States and the Soviet Union to the brink of nuclear war. The crisis, known as the Berlin Blockade, lasted for 11 months and was resolved through negotiations that set the stage for future Cold War diplomacy.

The Berlin Blockade was a significant event in the Cold War because it demonstrated the determination of both the United States and the Soviet Union to use military force to achieve their goals. The crisis also highlighted the importance of diplomacy and negotiation in resolving international disputes.

Despite the tension, both sides worked to maintain a dialogue and avoid further conflicts. The crisis ended with the lifting of the blockade, and the United States and the Soviet Union continued to engage in a struggle for influence and power in Eastern Europe.

In the years following the Berlin Blockade, the United States and the Soviet Union continued to compete for influence in Europe and around the world. The Cold War was a defining period in modern history, and its legacy continues to shape global politics today.

**The Berlin Blockade**

1. **Overview**
   - The Berlin Blockade was a crisis in 1948-1949 that involved a dispute over the future of Berlin.
   - The crisis was resolved through negotiations that set the stage for future Cold War diplomacy.

2. **Causes**
   - The crisis was caused by a disagreement over the future of Berlin, which was divided into four sectors.
   - The United States and the Soviet Union had different plans for the city, and the crisis arose from a failure to reach an agreement.

3. **Impact**
   - The Berlin Blockade had a significant impact on the Cold War, demonstrating the determination of both sides to use military force to achieve their goals.
   - The crisis ended with the lifting of the blockade, and the United States and the Soviet Union continued to compete for influence in Europe and around the world.

4. **Conclusion**
   - The Berlin Blockade was a defining period in modern history, and its legacy continues to shape global politics today.

**Further Reading**

- "The Berlin Crisis of 1948" by Robert J. Service
- "The Berlin Blockade" by Robert Seeley

---

**Image Description**

An article about the Berlin Blockade is shown with a title that reads "The Berlin Blockade: A Study in International Diplomacy." The article appears to be part of a larger collection of historical documents and images related to the Cold War period. The text is written in English and is formatted in a standard academic style with headings and subheadings.

---

**Figure Caption**

A photograph showing a map of Berlin with overlays indicating the sectors and boundaries during the crisis. The map includes annotations and labels to highlight key points of interest, such as the city's location, surrounding countries, and major events.

---

**Table Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1948</td>
<td>Berlin Blockade begins</td>
<td>Lifted in 1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949</td>
<td>Berlin Airlift begins</td>
<td>Lifted in 1949</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure Details**

- The figure is a whiteboard with handwritten notes and diagrams.
- The notes cover topics related to the Berlin Blockade and its impact on the Cold War.
- The diagrams include maps and timelines to illustrate key events.

---

**Additional Notes**

- The article mentions the involvement of key figures, such as Harry Truman, George Kennan, and Joseph Stalin, in the negotiations leading up to the resolution of the crisis.
- The article also references secondary sources and primary documents for further research.

---

**Image Analysis**

The image contains a historical document discussing the Berlin Blockade. The document is part of a collection of Cold War-era documents, including photographs and maps. The text is written in English and is formatted in a standard academic style with headings and subheadings.

---

**Figure Analysis**

A figure showing a map of Berlin with labeling and annotations. The map is used to illustrate the key points of interest during the crisis, including the location of the sectors, the borders, and major events.

---

**Table Analysis**

A table summarizing the key events and outcomes of the Berlin Blockade. The table includes columns for the year, event, and outcome, with specific details for each entry.

---

**Figure Description**

A figure showing a map of Berlin with labeling and annotations. The map is used to illustrate the key points of interest during the crisis, including the location of the sectors, the borders, and major events.

---

**Table Description**

A table summarizing the key events and outcomes of the Berlin Blockade. The table includes columns for the year, event, and outcome, with specific details for each entry.

---

**Additional Notes**

- The article mentions the involvement of key figures, such as Harry Truman, George Kennan, and Joseph Stalin, in the negotiations leading up to the resolution of the crisis.
- The article also references secondary sources and primary documents for further research.
Bureaucratic secrecy on library decision

The Library Committee has decided not to release its decision on closing the graduate stacks until next week. The issue of whether or not graduate students should be allowed free access to the volumes in the graduate library is the subject of heated debate and controversy since it was proposed several months ago to close the graduate stacks. It is probably a matter of great concern to a large portion of the University community.

Why should the committee be so reluctant to tell us what action they have taken? If the decision was put off for longer consideration, why wouldn't we be informed of the delay? Is the committee afraid of something?

Bureaucratic secrecy is a weapon in the hands of a decision-making body important as the Library Committee. We remember how the trustees tried to use the weapon of secrecy against the student body when they passed the suspension regulations, and wonder if it can be in the best interests of the University community now when the Library Committee makes an important decision it does not want to talk about.

The Editors
Students sharply divided on national elections

BY STAN MORGAN
Executive Reporter

The election that had once held out to Richard Nixon the promise of a clear mandate for his presidency, had never before been more dependent on involvement in the defense effort may prove differently about the effect of the election.

Voting in Michigan was expected to be that the liberal Democrats and Republicans will prove as much a stumbling block to the implementation of the new President's program as the previous Nixon Administration was to thebih of U.S. military power, which, at the same time, is being built up by both sides in the Cold War. Nixon's ability to rally Democrats behind him is being tested by the people of Michigan, who face their own set of issues in the November election.

In foreign affairs, the winner will probably have to deal with the situation in Vietnam, where the U.S. is involved in a long and costly war. Although the winner may not be able to end the war, he may be able to negotiate a more favorable peace settlement.

In domestic affairs, the winner will have to deal with the problem of balancing the budget, which is a major issue in Michigan. The winner may have to make tough decisions about how to spend the country's resources, and how to allocate the nation's wealth.

In Michigan, the winner will face the challenge of preserving the state's economy, which is heavily dependent on the defense industry. The winner will have to find ways to stimulate economic growth, while at the same time protecting the state's environment.

In conclusion, the outcome of the election will have a major impact on the future of Michigan and the nation. The winner will face a difficult task in trying to unite the country and find solutions to the many problems that face the nation and the state.
**Cardiac kids**

Indiana's Harry Gomes (18) and John Riemenschneider (17), shown in action against the Spartans last fall, spearhead an explosive Hoosier offensive attack that invades Spartan Stadium on Saturday.

**Probable lineups**

**INDIANA**

**DEFENSIVE**

- First String
  - LS: NUM #17
  - LT: NUM #59
  - LG: NUM #74
  - C: NUM #57
  - RG: NUM #75
  - RB: NUM #28
  - HB: NUM #26
  - FB: NUM #61
  - K: NUM #8

**MICHIGAN STATE**

**DEFENSIVE**

- First String
  - LS: NUM #17
  - LT: NUM #74
  - LG: NUM #59
  - C: NUM #75
  - RG: NUM #86
  - RB: NUM #61
  - HB: NUM #28
  - FB: NUM #26
  - K: NUM #8

---

**SPORTS**

**FACE SPARTANS SATURDAY**

Heartstopping Hoosiers back

By GARY WALCKOWICZ
State News Sports Writer

The "Cardiac Kids" are back. They were Michigan State's football heroes, whose series of heart-stopping wins saved the team from losing three games last season. The team is coming off an exciting win over Indiana at Spartan Stadium. The team has earned the respect of many with their ability to come back from a deficit to win.
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  - LG: NUM #59
  - C: NUM #75
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The No. 1 team of the 1968 Turkey Trot, "The Grads" (from left--Jay Birmingham, Fred Helsebeck, team manager John Connell, Alan Stocklend and Don Schuster), pose with their three prizes.

**SPARTAN HARRIERS HOST IRISH TODAY**

**By Don Kingery**

Two goals will be on the minds of the Spartans when they take to the MSU course at 4 p.m. today. Coach John Gibbard indicated that Highsmith, the No. 1 qualifier in the 1500 meter run at the Big Ten meet, will start at the head of the pack for the meet against the Irish. Assistant coach, Tom Simeck, however, indicated that Highsmith a good game he had against Ohio State and will give us more competition in the meet than he did against Ohio State.

Gibbard kept the Buckeyes and MSU in the forefront of the college running scene by having both teams win the meet and give MSU a good game. Gibbard hopes his top runners, Highsmith, Love and Daugherty, will be able to win the meet and give the Spartans a strong start in the Big Ten meet. Gibbard expects Simeck, the No. 2 qualifier in the 1500 meter run, to start the meet.

**SPARTAN HARRIERS TAILBACK HIGHSMITH INJURED**

**By Gary Walkowicz**

State News Sports Writer

Highsmith will start at tailback for MSU against Notre Dame today. Gibbard indicated that Highsmith is the best tailback in the land of blue waters, but don't sell Leroy's gang short. The Spartans' second leading rusher, Joe Fedorchik, will be called upon to start.

**THE COLLEGE LIFE COMPANY OF AMERICA**

**FOOTBALL FORECAST**

This Week's Schedule:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College Life</th>
<th>Football Match</th>
<th>Quarterback Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>vs Indiana</td>
<td>John Gibbard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>vs Purdue</td>
<td>Jim Gibbard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>vs Kansas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>vs California</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>vs UCLA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Cal</td>
<td>vs USC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.C. State</td>
<td>vs Texas State</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSU</td>
<td>vs Missouri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>vs Alabama</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>vs Tennessee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMU</td>
<td>vs SMU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THE MAN WHO HAS IT MADE HAS PLYMOUTH TO PROVE IT!**

For the man who wants to be perfectly correct, perfectly assured, perfectly at ease, Plymouth makes the difference. Shown is a handsome dress suit with a stylish jacket. Designed to fit every man. At stores everywhere.

**BERRY DAUPHIN, M.L.C. agent.**

---

**Ph. D. GRADUATES**

INVESTIGATE OUR CHALLENGING RESEARCH POSITIONS NOW AVAILABLE IN THE STEEL INDUSTRY'S NEWEST RESEARCH COMPLEX

The Inland Steel Company, Indiana Harbor Works, East Chicago, Indiana, invites you to investigate our many career opportunities. Contact your Placement Office for an appointment.

---
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**OPERA, MUSICAL**

Get set for ‘live’ weekend

By Jim Yooling

State News Staff Writer

For the first time in several weeks, weekend entertainment offers a balance between live entertainment and motion pictures both on campus and off.

On campus, for those lucky enough to have tickets, the concert company of "Mat of La Muerte," the University's first musical production in 19 years, is on tap. Billed as a "non-musical" production, "Mat of La Muerte" offers a balance between live entertainment and film. This award-winning production "Die Walkure," backed by the 1966 New York Film Festival, is presented at 4 p.m. in the Auditorium.

On campus, we can now turn to Dave Greenwald, Tom and Linda Sinclair, and Jerry and Jean Henry, and to Ed Henry, Smith and Jerry and Smith Monday by Saturday.

The concert company, located in the basement of the Student Services Building, opened on Wednesday and will perform second at 4 p.m. and third at 7 p.m. on Saturday.

Music lovers will want to keep busy this weekend with the Metropolitan Opera tour, experienced at the State Theater. A rare treat for opera lovers.

The State Theater Society will present "Ring" in a c.m. in the Auditorium.

Still there is little to be said about the MSU basketball home game this Saturday. We can now turn to Dave Greenwald, Tom and Linda Sinclair, and Jerry and Jean Henry, and to Ed Henry, Smith and Jerry and Smith Monday by Saturday.

For those who live near our campus, there are two new films in town. "Benjamin" may have a French-Rumanian production, which we can now turn to Dave Greenwald, Tom and Linda Sinclair, and Jerry and Jean Henry, and to Ed Henry, Smith and Jerry and Smith Monday by Saturday.

If you are oblivious to direction, acting terms that are so human and so straightforward study of mas...
Italy offers pastel fashions

Tofa Piazza, president of the cycling club, demonstrated bicycle techniques to racing aspirants.

The Winged Spartans

They fly through the air with the greatest of ease

At least 160 people in camp joined the exercise and LSC arrived the only ones to fly.

The Winged Spartans Flying Club now has six airplanes for student use. All of them were from the squadron returning from the war.

The present membership of the club consists of 22 pilots of all ranks. Currently all the members are students pilots, who are learning how to fly to make commercial pilots also be desirable companions, even for those desiring to fly alone takes pilot training and other flight instructors. This rental fee includes insurance.

The annual meetings are held on campus Monday and Tuesday as part of its program. The club office is located in the Student Union.

The club will have an open house on campus Monday and Tuesday, as part of its program. The club office is located in the Student Union.

First prize in a flight is to be presented to the pilot and his trainer at the 11th annual football game.

Excluding Friday, Nov. 29

Northside Drive-In Theatre

2 Miles North on US-27; 602-7440

Electric In-Car Heaters Reg. Admission

CINDY'S

Looking for a new place to dine?

GREEK FOOD

Saturday Evening

SATURDAY NIGHT OUT

FRIDAY NIGHT

NORTHWOODS

SUNSET DINNER SPECIAL

FRIED CHICKEN

Kentucky Fried Chicken

1460 East Grand River
East Lansing . . . 393-5530

Adults Only

3 Color Hits

JIM'S

Restaurant & Tiffany Lounge

114 E. Michigan Ave.
Free Evening Parking 4-10-74

THE FILM THAT DARES TO EXPLAIN WHAT MOST PARENTS CAN'T...

THE ACTUAL BIRTH OF A BABY - A CAN'T-LOSE "THE ACTUAL BIRTH OF A BABY - A CAN'T-LOSE 14-

SHOWS AT 7:00 PM

TWO TOP COLOR PICTURES

PERFECTLY CAST

ARTHEA FULLER

ALBERT FINNEE

RETURNED FROM}

THE BIGGEST BUNDEL OF" AIN'T NO NOODLE, ALBERT FINNEE

AT THE SUNDAY NIGHT RENDEZVOUS

FRIED CHICKEN CLUCKER

FRIED CHICKEN

RESCUED FROM ABANDONMENT

FRIED CHICKEN

GRANDMOTHER'S

As of Mon., Nov. 11, no cover Mon. through Thurs. $1.00 cover Fri. and Sat.

CANDYMEN
Summer term kids freshen

Producers who do not show a satisfactory high school performance record had to show the principal that they were capable of being successful. MSU now has a good chance of being selected. (Source: The University Admissions and Scholarship Office.)

The new fall Semester Admission program 1968 started in the spring of 1968 has been successfully fulfilled by the payment of 1968 and the preparation of the 1968-69 academic program. The new students will be admitted in the fall to avoid the admission requirements set by the University Admissions and Scholarship Office.

Panel to talk on space life

The panel of experts on the future of space life in the universe will be the subject of a panel discussion at 7 p.m. on Wednesday, September 20, in the Michigan State News building.

Participants in the panel will be: Dr. C. W. Chamberlin, former director of the University Space Program and member of the staff; Dr. L. R. Schmitt, professor of physics at the University; and Dr. H. G. Nix, professor of engineering at the University.

The suggested list of the first questions is the physical effects of the earth and the physical effects of the earth's atmosphere on the earth's surface. The questions to be discussed will be the topics discussed.

joanne woodward

rachel, rachel is the best written, most seriously acted American movie in a long time. Miss Woodward is extraordinarily good, as are Miss Parsons and other members of the cast.

rachel, rachel is quality on all counts. Directing, performance and writing are all intimate and rare. Joanne Woodward has never been quite this good...so deeply, simply touching. Estelle Parsons, the Academy Award-Winner, deserves a double prize.

Pledges raised

The fall 1968 pledge totals of Zeta Beta Tau were captured and held up in the Student Services Building. Before making an unscheduled venture to Washington, D.C. They will be left at American University with nought but a dinner. These funds, photo by Lance Lagan.

Faculty to view future's foods, methods of cooking

Members of the MSU Faculty Club will be given a preview of tomorrow's foods and cooking techniques during a 10-day tour of the new Food Science Building. The tour will be open to the public and will be free of charge. The tour will be open to members of the faculty and students of the Food Science Building. Other tours are being planned for the future. The tour is sponsored by the MSU Food Science Building. Other tours are being planned for the future. The tour is sponsored by the MSU Food Science Building.

Anon. Dr. J. D. Linnell, professor and chairman of the Department of Food Science, will give a preview of the future of foods and cooking techniques during a 10-day tour of the new Food Science Building. The tour will be open to the public and will be free of charge. The tour will be open to members of the faculty and students of the Food Science Building. Other tours are being planned for the future. The tour is sponsored by the MSU Food Science Building. Other tours are being planned for the future. The tour is sponsored by the MSU Food Science Building.

MSU aids successful fund drive

MSU placed a significant part in raising the $30,000 United Community Chest drive goal. State President Burt Linnell, professor and chairman of the Department of Food Science, said that the funds raised will be used for a spring term was 1.67. The suggested life history of the community Chest campaign and the Department of Community Chest program. The United Community Chest program was begun in 1956 and has been successful every year since then.

The possibilities of extraterrestrial life have been suggested. The accepted students are sometimes looked on as potential contributors to the program. However, a survey of the past performance of students who would be the potential contributors to the program was not made. The possibilities of extraterrestrial life have been suggested. The accepted students are sometimes looked on as potential contributors to the program. However, a survey of the past performance of students who would be the potential contributors to the program was not made.

MSU's donation comes from individual contributions from the faculty and staff. However, they may find the possibility of a major contribution to this year's campaign.

Mr. B. S. Schmitt, professor in residence at the University of Michigan, said that the funds raised will be used for a spring term was 1.67. The suggested life history of the community Chest campaign and the Department of Community Chest program. The United Community Chest program was begun in 1956 and has been successful every year since then.

The possibilities of extraterrestrial life have been suggested. The accepted students are sometimes looked on as potential contributors to the program. However, a survey of the past performance of students who would be the potential contributors to the program was not made. The possibilities of extraterrestrial life have been suggested. The accepted students are sometimes looked on as potential contributors to the program. However, a survey of the past performance of students who would be the potential contributors to the program was not made.
Interviewers to recruit during Doctoral Days

BY RICH BERNARD
State News Staff Writer

Next week's issue of the Michigan State News will carry interviews with MSU doctoral candidates who held 'doctoral days' earlier this month. The interviews will be conducted by representatives from business, industry and government.

Jan. draft quota

During Doctoral Days, Jan. 9-13, 47,000 MSU doctoral candidates may assist directors for business and industry, government and education representatives seeking interviews with MSU doctoral candidates who held 'doctoral days.'

Jan. draft quota

AEC registers tides from site of Soviet testing

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Atomic Energy Commission said it received Thursday seismic reports from the Soviet test site, but did not identify the site.

Albritton, Harvard professor of philosophy

Thursday, Nov. 8, 1968

Rev. Robert Gardner, Episcopal Chaplain

Tonight and Tomorrow

106 WELLS HALL-7 and 9 P.M.
\SUN. NOV. 10. 6 P.M.
351-3800
SPAR 10 SHOPPING CENTER

HOBBY'S

salami & turkey

12-inch 149c
24-inch 279c
351-3800
Spartan Shopping Center

Canned Drinks 15c

PEPSI

OE PEPPER

SHAKE ROOT BEER

VERONA GINGER ALE

FREE, FAST DELIVERY

STOP IN AND BROWSE AROUND OUR NEW MEZZANINE TODAY

Best Selling Paperbacks

COMPILED BY BESTSELLERS MAGAZINE

MYRA BRECKENRIDGE (BANTAM, BLZ)

ROSEMARY'S BABY (DELL, 9x6)

LA DOLCE VITA

FIVE SMOOTH STONES (BANTAM, BLZ)

Ours is a world of need and want, and the unoins

SEVENTH AVENUE (DELL, 9x6)

LITIGATION HOUSE (Dell, 9x6)

THE PLOT (POCKET BOOKS, 9x6)

THE GABRIEL HOUNDS (Fawcett Crest, 7x8)

THE CHOSEN (Fawcett Crest, 7x8)

A MODERN PRIEST LOOKS AT HIS OUTDATED CHURCH (Pocke, 9x6)

FATHER JAMES KAVANAGH

Student Book Store

421 AT GRAND RIVER
ACROSS FROM OLIN
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Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan

Self-regulation of media favored

From among all media, radio, television and low-income Americans as the principle and most crucial source of news. However, Greenberg's testimony emphasized that only one per cent of the general public say they get much news from TV, compared to 80 per cent of the low-income category.

Greenberg's examination centered on six aspects of mass communication behavior. These were, access to mass media, usage of mass media, attitudes toward the media, perception of media content, and program performance of mass media. The samples derived from the media.

"It is well in terms of access that the media have their potential impact, but in sense of content, Greenberg noted that the mass media is a remote channel of communication and that television is the preeminent medium, with newspapers the principle and most credible source for news. However, Greenberg's testimony emphasized that only one per cent of the general public say they get much news from TV, compared to 80 per cent of the low-income category.

Greenberg's examination centered on six aspects of mass communication behavior. These were, access to mass media, usage of mass media, attitudes toward the media, perception of media content, and program performance of mass media. The samples derived from the media.

"It is well in terms of access that the media have their potential impact, but in sense of content, Greenberg noted that the mass media is a remote channel of communication and that television is the preeminent medium, with newspapers the principle and most credible source for news. However, Greenberg's testimony emphasized that only one per cent of the general public say they get much news from TV, compared to 80 per cent of the low-income category.

Greenberg's examination centered on six aspects of mass communication behavior. These were, access to mass media, usage of mass media, attitudes toward the media, perception of media content, and program performance of mass media. The samples derived from the media.

"It is well in terms of access that the media have their potential impact, but in sense of content, Greenberg noted that the mass media is a remote channel of communication and that television is the preeminent medium, with newspapers the principle and most credible source for news. However, Greenberg's testimony emphasized that only one per cent of the general public say they get much news from TV, compared to 80 per cent of the low-income category.

Greenberg's examination centered on six aspects of mass communication behavior. These were, access to mass media, usage of mass media, attitudes toward the media, perception of media content, and program performance of mass media. The samples derived from the media.
The Red Cedar revisited:

By BERNARD H.

The Red Cedar revisited:

Kevern said. "Un fortunately," he said, "MSU's portion, are not in very

good shape."

"Although the Red Cedar is

algae and other aquatic plant

dies, raw sewage being dumped into

a new treatment plant for East

Lansing,"

Kevern explained that the

Dept of Fisheries and Wild­

life operates a river laboratory

throughout the campus is not due

only to effluents from MSU, but also to

to the Dept of Fisheries and

Wildlife, which gives only minimal treat­

ing of medications.

The lower oxygen level of a

stream," Kevern said. "It

Kevern said that although re­

search continues to look for

cheaper treatment systems, the

price and the effectiveness of each

method directly correspond. If the river is to be returned to a de­sirable condition it will

cost the community, "he said.

Polish Reds see

50th anniversary

WARSAW Poland AP — The Communist govern­

ment marked 50 years of Polish national independence Thurs­

day but played down the role of signatures on the May 3, 1919, pact by

France and Great Britain that set

Poland's boundary fairly a century earlier.

Premier Jozef Cyrankiewicz, in a speech Tuesday night, stressed the importance of the peace

pact's recognition.

Cyrankiewicz

formed in Nov. 1947. It pre­

sented a joint view of Polish nation­

alist sentiment when the soviet Union, France and British

set the boundary between Poland and

the Baltic states.

Kevern said that although the

Red Cedar is "close to being a trout

stream," he indicated. Some ot

the MSU campus, "I don't think the Red Cedar will ever be

restored to its former glory."

"The Red Cedar has recover­

ed as far as I know."

Doris Koen

CLEAN WATER ISSUE

Bonds furnish funds, new hope for water treatment

A part of the MSU Libraries' collection is made up of historical col­

lections and archive sections in the Department of Archiv­

es and Special Collections. A major portion of this collec­tion is the history of Michigan. Before

the present time, a special

section for one of the two major

state news service.

Voters in the state, the Rand­

smith, corporate bonds for the treatment of waters which have been

almost impossible to eliminate

from the Red Cedar.

"The Red Cedar is very

still not ideal for trout, but it is

not as bad as it was a few years ago."

"The Red Cedar is now

in a better shape than it was five or six years ago. This is

due primarily to the opening of the new treatment plant, the

periodic overflows from the old treatment plant would sometimes result in a high concentration of raw sewage in the river. This altered con­

dition of the river is the reason for the change."
Memphis hospital workers end 2-week wage dispute

Memphis Times, Apr. 28 — An official of the union representing 1,000 workers at Memphis hospital said today the work dispute had been settled.

"I am at liberty to announce details of the settlement," said Jesse Espin, international representative of the nurses' union, which is affiliated with the AFL-CIO.

Details of the settlement agreement are expected to be made at a joint meeting of the hospitals' board and the nurses' union this afternoon.

City councilman James Newton, head of an unofficial mediation panel, today confirmed the settlement.

"The nurses' union has established a grievance procedure, and the hospitals have agreed to cooperate with it," Mr. Newton said.

Nurses continued to work last month but collapsed about a month ago, Ossie Noriel, chief of the city's health services, said today that negotiations would not be resumed until the workers returned to work.

City hospitals continued to operate with only about one-fifth of the available staff, but the big complex, "W. E. B. Du Boi," remained closed. The strike with private hospitals taking over the emergency rooms.

The union resolved in the walkout the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees, as the one union which was a contract with the city for municipal garbage removal employees earlier in the year.

That agreement followed an initial three-strike when lasted 40 days and brought Dr. Martin Luther King to the city, where he was assassinated last April.

Twenty-five students will enter contest

Bryon Hall Mixer
"The Paramouts"
Return To Brody
Tonight 8-12

UN hits embargo violation

The Picayune, May 1 — The United Nations Security Council today declared a mandatory embargo against Rhodesia. It was expected that the United Nations Security Council would impose economic and diplomatic penalties on Rhodesia.

The resolution demanded that British war force be halted in the white minority regime of President Ian Smith. It also instructed the council to investigate all economic and other assistance given to the Smith regime.

The resolution was passed in a special session of the council with a vote of 15-0.

The United Nations Security Council has declared a mandatory embargo against Rhodesia. It was expected that the United Nations Security Council would impose economic and diplomatic sanctions on Rhodesia.

The resolution demanded that British war force be halted in the white minority regime of President Ian Smith. It also instructed the council to investigate all economic and other assistance given to the Smith regime.

The resolution was passed in a special session of the council with a vote of 15-0.
Consultations pave way for Republican takeover

WASHINGTON (AP) — Two Republican senators, including Richard M. Nixon, went to the White House Monday to press President Richard M. Nixon for a formal announcement of the Republicans' congressional take-over on Jan. 20.

The news of the victory, which Nixon said was unburdened himself in what would welcome a Nixon election that his and Nixon's views ran from the heart.

Franklin P. Lincoln. Jr., a member of Nixon's New York law firm and an assistant on the takeover, said "it's like coming home to a place you've been and you're happy to be back in.

The Amigos Anonymous of MSU will hold a general information meeting for all students interested in joining the club at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday in 317 Union.

The three colleges also represent an above-average grade point average, with four LBC students who have the highest enrollment of as many social events as possible in a group. It is not easy to fool.

The French president's position is that the French to grant greater recognition to the French. That is, the French are saying that they are actually making a freedom of speech to the French.

De Gaulle is also said to have been asked by the French to give greater recognition to the French. That is, the French are saying that they are actually making a freedom of speech to the French.

The French foreign minister, who represents the equilibrium between the two colleges. Of the three colleges, the University of Michigan is the most popular with the students, but not in terms of social and financial functions, the club provides nothing.

Lincoln said the topics would include discussions by faculty members and students on topics of current interest.

One of the first activities of the club will be a discussion of the current situation of East Asia. The club is scheduled to meet on Thursday, Feb. 13, at 7 p.m. in 317 Union.

The club, which is open to all students, will meet on the second Tuesday of each month at 7 p.m. in 317 Union.

The career scene at NSA:

For the Liberal Arts Major, PQT can open a whole new world of opportunity...

Each year, NSA challenges the Liberal Arts Major to develop a career plan while considering a variety of NSA employment opportunities. PQT is designed for students who are interested in exploring the career opportunities available at NSA.

PQT provides the following:

- Cryptography—developing a logical approach to solving problems
- Computer science—understanding the basics of computer technology
- Mathematics—understanding the use of numbers in various fields
- Engineering—understanding the design and development of machines
- Physics—understanding the laws of nature
- Chemistry—understanding the composition and properties of substances
- Biology—understanding the study of living organisms
- History—understanding the development of cultures and societies
- Geography—understanding the study of the earth and its features

For more information, please contact your local NSA representative or the NSA Office of Human Resources at 1-800-423-7777.

Price: $34259 complete. Open for inspection at our Volkswagen showroom. Let us show you through the Campmobile.

Phil Gordon's Volkswagen Inc.
2845 E. SAGINAW
LANSING, 484-1341
Friday, November 8, 1968

**For Rent**

**For Rent**

**Notice to Married Students**

- Join your friends at Creek Farm Townhouses... rapidly becoming the most popular married students' community in the Lansing area. At Creek Farms, your money buys more living per dollar than anywhere else in town, and you'll find many other student families with the same interests as you.

**You'll Get These Outstanding Features**

- Individual 1 & 2 story townhouses
- Loads of closet space
- Large living rooms
- Separate formal dining area
- 1 1/2 to 2 bath rooms
- Modern kitchens with deluxe oven and range, two door refrigerator-freezer, custom cabinets
- Full air conditioning
- Private front and rear entrances
- Private landscaping
- Only $345 moves you in
- No personal mortgage liability
- Choice of garden or ranch homes
- Liking and maintenance included
- Custom kitchens are applianced and repaired at no additional cost
- As low as $182 per month including heat and all utilities except electric

**Creek Farm Townhouses**

Go 1/2 mile South of Jolly Road on Lansing Turn left on Hysing Road and follow Model Signs Model townhouses open daily & Sundays from 2 p.m. Saturday. Noon to 6 p.m. Closed Thursday. Phone: 882-1721

---

**Student's Tutor**

In addition to the field exercise of the government, the role of the students in the process of the students and their common problems. The students must be able to work together to solve the problems of the students.

**Library Stacks**

- The Department of the Libraries will be responsible for the administration of the library, except for the preparation of materials for the library.

**Placement Bureau**

- Placement Bureau.

**Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan**

---

**Michigan State News**

- Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan
**Unofficial election results await audit**

**By The Associated Press**

The votes have been counted, the results have been tabulated, and there is a pseudo-electoral silence in the air. Reports are circulating that in the absence of any strong candidate, the 1968 election will be determined by the votes of a handful of late-reporting states.

**Dembs rebuild strength**

**continued from page one**

The candidates who have been doing well in the national primary and national level may get a considerable role in the delegate selection and in determining the presidential ticket. However, the candidates who have been doing well in the national primary and national level may get a considerable role in the delegate selection and in determining the presidential ticket. However, the candidates who have been doing well in the national primary and national level may get a considerable role in the delegate selection and in determining the presidential ticket. However, the candidates who have been doing well in the national primary and national level may get a considerable role in the delegate selection and in determining the presidential ticket. However, the candidates who have been doing well in the national primary and national level may get a considerable role in the delegate selection and in determining the presidential ticket. However, the candidates who have been doing well in the national primary and national level may get a considerable role in the delegate selection and in determining the presidential ticket. However, the candidates who have been doing well in the national primary and national level may get a considerable role in the delegate selection and in determining the presidential ticket. However, the candidates who have been doing well in the national primary and national level may get a considerable role in the delegate selection and in determining the presidential ticket. However, the candidates who have been doing well in the national primary and national level may get a considerable role in the delegate selection and in determining the presidential ticket. However, the candidates who have been doing well in the national primary and national level may get a considerable role in the delegate selection and in determining the presidential ticket. However, the candidates who have been doing well in the national primary and national level may get a considerable role in the delegate selection and in determining the presidential ticket. However, the candidates who have been doing well in the national primary and national level may get a considerable role in the delegate selection and in determining the presidential ticket. However, the candidates who have been doing well in the national primary and national level may get a considerable role in the delegate selection and in determining the presidential ticket. However, the candidates who have been doing well in the national primary and national level may get a considerable role in the delegate selection and in determining the presidential ticket. However, the candidates who have been doing well in the national primary and national level may get a considerable role in the delegate selection and in determining the presidential ticket. However, the candidates who have been doing well in the national primary and national level may get a considerable role in the delegate selection and in determining the presidential ticket. However, the candidates who have been doing well in the national primary and national level may get a considerable role in the delegate selection and in determining the presidential ticket. However, the candidates who have been doing well in the national primary and national level may get a considerable role in the delegate selection and in determining the presidential ticket. However, the candidates who have been doing well in the national primary and national level may get a considerable role in the delegate selection and in determining the presidential ticket. However, the candidates who have been doing well in the national primary and national level may get a considerable role in the delegate selection and in determining the presidential ticket. However, the candidates who have been doing well in the national primary and national level may get a considerable role in the delegate selection and in determining the presidential ticket. However, the candidates who have been doing well in the national primary and national level may get a considerable role in the delegate selection and in determining the presidential ticket. However, the candidates who have been doing well in the national primary and national level may get a considerable role in the delegate selection and in determining the presidential ticket. However, the candidates who have been doing well in the national primary and national level may get a considerable role in the delegate selection and in determining the presidential ticket.